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Aible is Your Partner on Your AI Journey
Aible instantly understands and never loses focus of your business goals.
Companies like yours have leveraged our proven Book of AI Fabrics use cases
to deliver impact across major industries and functions. Each AI fabric is
tailored to your industry and serves as a roadmap to guide you on your
journey to becoming an AI-enabled business.

A Different Approach to AI
Aible is the only enterprise AI that guarantees impact in one month.
Aible goes beyond predictions to empower enterprises to optimize for
their unique business circumstances, anticipate and adjust to change
quickly, and collaborate to ensure AI business adoption and sustained
impact. Aible is rated #1 for Automated Machine Learning services in
Gartner’s 2021 “Critical Capabilities for Cloud AI Developer Services”
report and has been recognized as a Visionary in the Gartner Cloud AI
Developer Services Magic Quadrant Report for two consecutive years.
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Aible Speaks the Language of Business,
so You Don’t Have to Speak AI
With simple business questions, Aible Blueprints gather relevant
details about business assumptions, cost-benefit drivers, and
capacity constraints unique to your business. Blueprints translate AIspeak into the language of your business – the cost of a missed sale,
the value of a repeat customer or the impact on customer
satisfaction. Start with standard Blueprints available for the most
popular verticals and functions or build a custom blueprint for your
business in minutes.

AI Fabrics for Industries
The AI Fabrics showcase significant opportunities to deliver
immediate impact from popular use cases such as sales and
marketing optimization, customer retention, collections
effectiveness, and inventory expedites.

Solutions for
Major Industries
•

Telecommunications

•

Retail

•

Manufacturing

•

Banking

•

Healthcare

•

Insurance

•

Government

•

Higher Ed
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Aible Sample Industry Use Cases

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Increase
Customer
Satisfaction

Lead and
Opportunity
Scoring

FINANCIAL SERVICES
& INSURANCE
Identify Best
Loan or
Refinance
Applicants

Reduce
Customer
Churn

RETAIL
Improve Targeting
of Promotional
Offers and
Campaigns

MANUFACTURING
Predict and
Prevent
Inventory Loss

Minimize
Inventory
Expedites

GOVERNMENT
Lower
Unemployment
Fraud

Improve
Recruitment
& Retention

Proactively
Predict Parts
Shortage

HEALTHCARE
Predict
Patient
No Shows

EDUCATION
Optimize
Student
Enrollment &
Retention

Improve Donor
Prioritization

Predict
Billing
Disputes

Sample Industry And Function Use Cases

BANKING & INSURANCE

Identify
Best Loan
Applicants

Improve Targeting
of Promotional
Offers

Reduce
Policy Churn

Drive Upsell
Opportunities

Predict
and Prevent
Inventory Loss

Prevent
Patient
Readmission

Prevent
Customer
Churn

Freight
Optimization

Predict
Shipment
Delays

Lower
Employee
Attrition

Minimize Excess
stay and
Treatment

SUPPORT

OPERATIONS

SALES AND MARKETING

Improve Lead
&Opportunity
Scoring

HEALTHCARE

RETAIL AND CPG

Minimize
Inventory
Expedites

Increase
Customer
Satisfaction

Improve
First Time
Resolution

Comprehensive list of AI use cases by industry: https://learn.aible.com/ai_fabrics/

Aible AI Fabric for
Telecommunications

The telco industry continues to experience rapid change as consumer behavior shifts towards telecommuting and the
upcoming 5G revolution promises to open new opportunities. Telco leaders and early adopters are already applying AI to
build and grow customer relationships, improve operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased revenue,
reduced cost, and mitigated risk.
Key use cases include customer retention, fraud detection, sales and marketing optimization, and fleet management. Aible
goes beyond predictions by empowering telcos to optimize and allocate their limited resources and anticipate change
across headquarters, call centers, retail, and operations to maximize the bottom line and deploy optimal strategies in
turbulent times. Aible delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique
to the business, enabling telcos to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Telecommunications

CUSTOMER SERVICE
CALL CENTER

TELCOM HEADQUARTERS
CHURN
REDUCTION

LEAD
OPTIMIZATION

Determine which
customers are likely to

Allocate leads to inside
sales teams that are rapidly

churn and target them
with the right tactics to

expanding in size due to
COVID, across different

maximize lifetime
value at the lowest

product lines and sales
groups, such that they

possible cost

maximize profits

INVENTORY
EXPEDITES
Decide when to expedite
inventory like phones,

OPTIMIZING
MARKETING
PROMOTIONS

Gauge propensity to
routers and accessories to purchase and target
customers or prospects
match demand spikes in
order to balance carrying with offers to maximize
costs vs revenue
opportunities

RETAIL STORE

profit across acquisition,
renewals and upsell

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

OPTIMIZE CALL
CENTER COSTS

FRAUD
DETECTION

COLLECTIONS
EFFECTIVENESS

OPTIMIZE ASSET
UTILIZATION

Identify suspicious call or
customer patterns, to quickly

Easily distinguish between
legitimate credit defaults

Boost productivity by
optimizing costs and

Proactively route calls to the
right agents by determining

Drive engagement by
enabling agents to leverage

combat fraudulent activity
(including first-party or true-

from frauds and focus
collections efforts on the

usage across software
and hardware assets

the best available service
group for a given customer

customized prompts and
promote products or add-

party fraud) with AI
techniques such as advanced

cases that are most likely to
generate a positive return.

taking into account the
reason for the call, lifetime

ons that the customer is
more likely to purchase.

value and call complexity.

anomaly detection.

SATELLITE FIELD SERVICE & REPAIR OPS

NETWORK
INFRASTRUCTURE

CUSTOMER

COST
OPTIMIZATION

STAFFING
OPTIMIZATION

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

FIELD SERVICE
OPTIMIZATION

RESOURCE
OPTIMIZATION

CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION

FLEET
MANAGEMENT

PREVENTITIVE
MAINTENANCE

SELF
ASSURANCE

DRIVE
LOYALTY

Optimize processes by
predicting replacements

Make profitable
decisions on

Enable retail store
representatives to

Proactively decide
who should go

Proactively anticipate
inventory and

Anticipate
problems and

Predict TCO with
breakdown across

Anticipate equipment failure
and proactively fix problems

Anticipate potential
service issues and

Increase customer loyalty
by proactively providing

/ repair work using
telecom inventory

staffing at retail
stores by region,

make spot
promotion offers

where to solve
customer problems

staffing based on
volume and

react to outages
and issues and get

cost per mile and
preventative

with communications
hardware such as cell towers,

proactively address
them before a

customized promotions
and targeted partner offers

trends, product returns,
and warranty statistics

location and other
factors

to prospective
customers

in order to
maximize efficiency

complexity of service
requests by region

ahead of customer
complaints

maintenance

power lines, data center
servers, to maximize uptime

disruption occurs

via the right channels

of operations

Aible AI Fabric for
Retail

The retail industry continues to be under tremendous pressure from online competitors and an ever-changing and more
demanding consumer base. Retail leaders and early adopters are already applying AI to build and grow customer
relationships, improve operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated
risk. But the rapid pace of change means retailers must continue to invest in AI or risk being left behind.
Key use cases include customer retention, inventory stockout, fraud detection, and marketing optimization. Aible goes
beyond predictions by empowering retailers to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change across headquarters,
distribution centers, and stores to maximize the bottom line and deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. Aible delivers
sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling
retailers to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Retail

CORPORATE
HEADQUARTERS
OFFER & PLANNING
OPTIMIZATION

LOSS
PREVENTION

INVENTORY
EXPEDITIES

CUSTOMER
INSIGHTS

MERCHANDISING
OPTIMIZATION

FINANCIAL
ANALYSIS

SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

CHURN
REDUCTION

SELLER
OPTIMIZATION

Optimize and personalize
promotions and agilely

Optimize predictions
to monitor, detect,

Decide when to expedite
inventory like from stores

Drive profit by identifying
customers with the highest

Proactively optimize
product assortments,

Enhance reporting
processes and performance

Reduce loss from
delays, minimize

Determine which
customers are likely to

Optimize the
effectiveness and

adjust marketing campaigns
and spend to increase

and take action against
inventory loss from

or warehouse to match
demand spikes in order to

propensity to purchase and
remain a long-term customer

inventory levels, and
pricing strategies to

analysis will billing
forecasting and revenue

inefficiencies, and
maximize profit

churn within a defined
period and target them

productivity of sellers
by predicting the

likeliness of customers to
purchase and maximize

fraud, employee error,
seasonality, and theft.

balance carrying costs vs
revenue opportunities

based on customer centric
tactics including segmentation,

help increase
profitability across

trend predictions to help
improve the profitability of

margins with real-time
visibility into supply

with the right tactics to
maximize lifetime value at

performance of every
seller across every

product interactions, and
behavioral tracking.

seasonality and other
changing conditions

merchandise, customers,
and operations.

chain operations.

the lowest possible cost

selling cycle

cross-sell and up-sell
opportunities.

DISTRIBUTION
CENTER

STORES

CUSTOMER

NEW
PRODUCT

PRODUCT
ASSORTMENT

STAFFING
OPTIMIZATION

REDUCE AVOIDABLE
RETURNS

FRAUD
PREVENTION

SHIPMENT
OPTIMIZATION

PREDICT CUSTOMER
LOYALTY

Anticipate the demand of
new products and optimize

Improve in-store product
placement and assortment

Predict the volume of
customers, sales, inbound

Predict which products will be
returned and conduct a root

Detect high risk invoices by predicting the
likelihood of fraudulent billing and take

Gain insight with
predictions on shipment

Understand the long-term value
of your customers to make

inventory, logistics, and
working capital, and be

by removing products
predicted to perform poorly

shipments within a time
period and adequately

cause analysis to prevent
avoidable returns

proactive measures with the accounting
team by evaluating the invoice to prevent

arrival and mitigate
potential disruptions to

better-informed, short-term
decisions on which customers

better prepared to serve
customers and buyers

and benefit from targeted
assortment and placement

allocate the right levels of
staffing

fraudulent vendor invoices that has the
potential to save millions.

your supply chain.

to prioritize.

Aible AI Fabric for
Supply Chain & Manufacturing

Manufacturers have long embraced automation to reduce cost, improve productivity, and deliver high-quality products and services.
Artificial intelligence is rapidly being adopted by manufacturers as the next evolution of automation and is already opening up new
opportunities. Manufacturing leaders and early adopters are already applying AI to build and grow customer relationships, improve
operational efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.
Key use cases include material expedites, fraud detection, fleet management, and predictive maintenance. Aible goes beyond static
predictions by empowering manufacturers to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change across headquarters, production
plants, distribution centers, and stores to maximize the bottom line and deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. Aible delivers
sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling manufacturers
to prepare for multiple business scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Supply Chain and Manufacturing

HEADQUARTERS
LEAD
SCORING

INVENTORY
EXPEDITES

PREDICT LATE
PAYMENT

EMPLOYEE
RETENTION

RECRUITMENT

CHURN
REDUCTION

WARRANTY
FRAUD

Decide when to expedite
inventory shipments to

Increase productivity and drive
conversion rates of your sales teams by

Proactively intervene to
avoid late payments by

Anticipate employees
who are at greatest risk

Identify top candidates
to recruit based upon

Proactively reduce
revenue loss, while

Reduce warranty
payouts by identifying

match demand spikes in
order to balance carrying

qualifying leads with characteristics
that match your ICPs and prioritize top

predicting which
outstanding payments

of churning in order to
take proactive

past recruiting outcomes
and ideal characteristics.

optimizing the retention
team's resources on the

fraudulent claims
based on claim

costs vs revenue
opportunities

of the funnel targets across roles,
industries, functions and other factors.

will be paid late by
customers

intervention.

most vulnerable
customers who are likely

characteristics

PARTS
SHORTAGE
Identify potential shortages
and late deliveries prior to
scheduling production to
minimize disruption and
maximize productivity

DISTRIBUTION
CENTERS

Gauge propensity to
purchase and target
customers or prospects
with offers to maximize
profit across acquisition,
renewals and upsell

to leave

PRODUCTION
PLANTS

OPTIMIZING
MARKETING
PROMOTIONS

STORES

SHIFT PERFORMANCE
& OVERTIME

PRODUCT
DEFECTS

PREDICTIVE
MAINTENANCE

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT
PURCHASING

WAREHOUSE STAFFING
OPTIMIZATION

REDUCE AVOIDABLE
RETURNS

PREVENT
STOCKOUTS

Optimize shift
performance by predicting

Optimize quality
inspections to

Optimize maintenance
efforts by prioritizing

Increase return on capital
investment by identifying the

Predict appropriate
staffing levels to

Engage customers making
purchases with high

Minimize lost sales by
proactively identifying

if shifts or lines are going
to meet quota while

reduce inspection
costs and minimize

critical proactive services
while reducing failures

most profitable investments
and reducing inefficient

adequately service
demand and OTIF

likelihood of return to
prevent avoidable returns

potential stockouts.

minimizing overtime

failures

and unnecessary servicing

purchases

Aible AI Fabric for
Healthcare

The healthcare industry faces increased pressure to leverage technology to deliver better patient outcomes at lower costs. Healthcare
leaders and early adopters are already applying AI on large volumes of data to increase the quality of care, improve operational
efficiency, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, mitigated risk, and better health outcomes.
Key use cases include member and patient retention, hospital readmission, and fraudulent claim detection. Aible goes beyond
predictions by empowering healthcare providers and payers to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change to maximize the
bottom line and deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. Aible delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs
and resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling healthcare organizations to prepare for multiple scenarios.

Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Healthcare

PROVIDERS
HOSPITAL
READMISSION RISK

HOSPITAL-ACQUIRED
CONDITION RISK

PATIENT LENGTH
OF STAY

STAFFING NEEDS
OPTIMIZATION

PATIENT
OUTREACH

PATIENT
SATISIFACTION

PREDICT PATIENT
LEAKAGE

Predict in advance which
patients are likely to miss

Predict which
patients are likely to

Predict which patients
are likely to develop

Identify which patients
can be safely

Census or patient
admission helps

Predict whether patients
will respond to outreach

Predict which
patients are likely to

Predict which patients
are likely to churn

their appointments to
proactively contact patients,

readmit and take
proactive actions to

conditions during
treatment and take

discharged without
sacrificing quality of

healthcare providers
optimize their

efforts to address nonadherence and improve

have poor satisfaction
and proactively reach

before completing their
treatment program to

reduce clinician downtime,
and improve revenue

mitigate costs

preventative measures

care to improve bed
capacity utilization

staffing and resource
needs

patient outcomes

out to ensure an
improved experience

improve quality of care
and patient outcomes

PATIENT
NO SHOWS

PAYERS
PREDICT MEMBER
CHURN
Determine which members are likely to
churn within a defined period of time
and target them with the right tactics to
maximize lifetime value at the lowest
possible cost

FRAUD
PREVENTION

IDENTIFY HIGH COST
CLAIMANTS

PATIENT
ADMISSION

PRESCRIPTION DRUG
REGIMEN ADHERENCE

Predict if a facility or
professional provider is

Predict which members will
have higher than expected

Predict which patients are
likely to be admitted and

Predict in advance which
patients are likely to be non-

submitting an overpaid or
fraudulent claims to reduce

claims against a baseline time
period

proactively reach out with
preventative care

adherent to their medication
to intervene and improve

investigation costs

adherence

Aible AI Fabric for
Banking

The banking industry continues to face challenges from shifting consumer behaviors, increasing fintech competition, and stricter
regulatory requirements. Banking leaders and early adopters are already applying AI to predict how customer needs are evolving,
win new business, evaluate creditworthiness, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.
Key use cases include customer retention, default and credit risk, fraud and anti-money laundering detection, and marketing
optimization. Aible goes beyond static predictions by empowering banks to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change
across headquarters, branches and ATMs, and manage security and risk to maximize the bottom line and deploy optimal strategies
in turbulent times. Aible delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique to the
business, enabling banks to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Banking

BANKING
HEADQUARTERS

SECURITY AND RISK
SALES
OPTIMIZATION

CUSTOMER
CHURN

MARKETING
OPTIMIZATION

TRANSACTION
FRAUD MITIGATION

ANTI-MONEY
LAUNDERING

Gauge the risk of losing high
value customers to proactively

Predict the likelihood of a
customer purchasing a given

Anticipate the likelihood a
prospect will convert after

Assess the likelihood of a
transactions being fraudulent,

Predict the likelihood a transaction violates
anti-money laundering policies to reduce

reduce revenue loss, while
optimizing the retention team's

product, while optimizing
the sale's team resources

targeted in a campaign for
product offering or channel,

while optimizing the fraud
prevention team's resources

costs, while optimizing the Anti-Money
Laundering investigation team's resources

resources on the most
vulnerable customers who are

while optimizing marketing
spend across offers, products,

likely to leave

and channels

BRANCH AND ATMS

LENDING
DEFAULT
RISK

DEBT
COLLECTION

ATM
STOCKOUT

ATM
FRAUD

Proactively identify high credit
risk applicants to avoid

Predict the likelihood of a
mortgage, loan, or credit card

Prioritize by predicting which
borrowers are likely to pay back

unnecessary debt collection
costs, while optimizing the

defaulting by leveraging historical
default data, while optimizing the

their loans, while optimizing the
collection team's resources

underwriting team's resources

underwriting team's resources

Identify ATM locations will most
likely experience stockout to
avoid customer frustration, while
optimizing the operation team's
resources

Predict the likelihood an ATM
transaction is fraudulent to
reduce liability costs, while
optimizing the fraud
prevention team's resources

CREDIT
RISK

Aible AI Fabric for
Insurance

The insurance industry is undergoing a profound digital transformation that is changing the way companies are building customer
relationships and calculating risk. Insurance leaders and early adopters are already applying AI to predict how customer needs are
evolving, improve claim management, and reduce fraud, resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.
Key use cases include fraud detection, customer retention, and marketing optimization. Aible goes beyond static predictions by
empowering insurers to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change and manage risk to maximize the bottom line and
deploy optimal strategies in turbulent times. Aible delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing
constraints unique to the business, enabling insurers to prepare for multiple scenarios.

Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Insurance

CUSTOMER ACQUISITION
LEAD
OPTIMIZATION

OPTIMIZE MARKETING
PROMOTIONS

Allocate leads to inside sales teams
that are rapidly expanding in size
due to COVID, across different
product lines and sales groups, such
that they maximize profits

Gauge propensity to purchase
and target customers or
prospects with offers to
maximize profit across
acquisition, renewals and upsell

CUSTOMER RETENTION
RENEWAL POLICY
CHURN REDUCTION

NEW POLICY CHURN
REDUCTION

Determine which policies are
likely to churn in the
upcoming renewal period to
increase retention

Determine which policies
are likely to churn within
the first 12 months of a
policy application

SECURITY AND RISK

CLAIMS
CLAIMS
SUBROGATION

CLAIMS
LITIGATION

FRAUD
DETECTION

DUPLICATE INVOICE
COLLECTIONS

Predict which new and
existing claims can be
subrogated to reduce costs

Predict which claims have a
high risk of going to litigation to
reduce costs and mitigate risk

Predict which claims are likely to be
fraudulent to optimize your claim
investigation resources and quickly
process valid claims

Predict which duplicate invoices
are likely to be collected to
optimize the collection team
resources and increase profit

Aible AI Fabric for
Higher Education

Higher education is facing unprecedented challenges. In the last decade, the US has seen an enrollment decline rate of over 2 million students.
Now in the wake of COVID, institutions are faced with a fresh set of problems around student enrollment, student and faculty retention, donor
engagement, marketing spend optimization and more. That means colleges and universities need robust scenario planning so they can adapt
quickly to rapid changes.
Key use cases for Higher Ed include Student Enrollment and Retention Optimization, Donor Prioritization, Faculty and Student Performance
Optimization, and Campus Operations and Safety. Aible goes beyond predictions by empowering colleges and universities to optimize and
allocate limited resources and anticipate change across operations. Aible delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs
and resourcing constraints unique to the institution and enabling you to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Higher Education

FACULTY

ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM
ENROLLMENT

STUDENT
RETENTION

ALUMNI DONOR
PRIORITIZATION

OUTREACH
PRIORITIZATION

TEACHER
RETENTION

IMPROVE STUDENT
PERFORMANCE

Maximize student welfare
and promote retention

Increase new student
enrollment and yield rates

Maximize endowment capital
campaign effectiveness by

Retain high-risk students by
optimizing phone, in-

Reduce cost of re-hiring and
prevent student disruption by

Identify students that would
benefit from study groups,

activities at lowest possible
cost by determining which

with targeted marketing
efforts and channels by

identifying and prioritizing
individuals affiliated with the

person, email, and virtual
retention activities

proactively identifying faculty
members likely to leave

additional tutoring, and office
hours to prevent them from

students are likely to drop
out within a defined period

predicting the likelihood
of admission

institution that are most likely
to contribute

within a defined period

falling behind in their courses

STUDENTS

CAMPUS

START WITH THESE USE CASES

OPERATIONS
EFFECTIVENESS

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE

STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT

LIKELIHOOD OF
EMPLOYMENT

MINIMIZE
LOST CREDITS

Reduce overtime and expedited
shipment costs by effectively

Lower maintenance,
replacement and servicing

Increase likelihood of
employment at

Notify students prior to
enrollment that they

prioritizing resources and
staffing for security, cafeteria's,

costs for campus equipment,
fleet vehicles, and other

Drive engagement by
promoting student activities,

graduation by identifying
courses, programs and

are at high risk of
changing from their

gyms, and across other
university facilities

assets by proactively
predicting the need

courses and experiences that
will increase satisfaction and
student wellness rates

events

selected major and
provide reasons why

Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for
Government

Governmental agencies are increasingly being asked to do more with less. The recovery from COVID places new demands, even as
budgets tighten. Agencies are being challenged to attract and retain high-quality job candidates and allocate resources more costeffectively. Deferred infrastructure improvements make it imperative that governments do predictive maintenance and intervene
before problems become costly and unsafe.
Key use cases for Government include Employee Recruitment and Retention for agencies, Constituent Intervention Optimization on
behalf of citizens (such as child welfare benefits), Fleet Management and Preventive Maintenance for operations, and Claims Fraud
and Tax Compliance for administrators. Aible goes beyond predictions by empowering governments to optimize and allocate limited
resources and anticipate change across operations. Aible delivers sustained impact by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and
resourcing constraints, enabling governments to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

Aible AI Fabric for Government

AGENCIES

ADMINISTRATION
TAX
COMPLIANCE

HEALTHCARE
FRAUD

Identify late
taxpayers or

Rapidly identify
fraudulent claim

defaulters in order
to take proactive

submissions made
by providers

CRIMINAL
RECIDIVISM

PATROL
DEPLOYMENT

CRIME
PREVENTION

Track abuse of
benefit and welfare

Evaluating programs
and activities that

Optimize the
deployment of patrols

Predict likelihood of
crimes and proactively

identify cases that
are likely to require

programs and
lower payouts for

help mitigate risk of
repeat offenses

for event or shifts in
anticipation of the

station law
enforcement patrols

intervention

fraudulent claim
submissions

EMPLOYEE
RETENTION

CHILD & DOMESTIC
WELFARE

Identify top candidates to
pursue based upon past

Anticipate employees who
are at greatest risk of

Proactively help
welfare officers

recruiting outcomes and
ideal characteristics

churning in order take
proactive intervention.

RECRUITMENT

SECURITY

SOCIAL WELFARE

intervention.

UNEMPLOYMENT
FRAUD

greatest need of
patrol coverage.

EDUCATION

INFRASTRUCTURE
CONSTRUCTION &
DEVELOPMENT

FLEET
MANAGEMENT

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENCE

EQUIPMENT
PURCHASING

ACCIDENT
PREVENTION

Identify construction and
transportation projects that

Maximize productivity and
usage of fleet by predicting

Optimize maintenance efforts
and spend by prioritizing

Increase return on capital
investment by identifying

Predict intersections or
areas of roadway that

are likely to be delayed or
exceed budget

vehicles that require
proactive maintenance or are

critical proactive services
while reducing failures and

the most profitable
investments and reducing

most likely to have
accidents and take

likely to be under utilized.

unnecessary servicing

inefficient purchases

preventative actions

PROGRAM
ENROLLMENT

FAMILY
OUTREACH

Maximize student welfare
and promote retention

Increase new student
enrollment and existing and

Retain high-risk
students by optimizing

activities at lowest possible
cost by determining which

new programs with targeted
marketing efforts and

phone, in-person,
email, and virtual

students are likely to drop
out within a defined period

channels by predicting the
likelihood of admission.

retention activities

STUDENT
RETENTION

AI Fabrics for Functions
The AI Fabrics showcase significant
opportunities to deliver impact for
popular Business Functions such
CMO, CFO, CRO and CIO.

Solutions for Major Functions
• Chief Marketing Officer
• Chief Financial Officer
• Chief Revenue Officer
• Chief Information Officer
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AI Fabric For The Office of

The Modern CMO

CMOs today are being challenged to do more with less as businesses reallocate marketing resources to adapt to changing
consumer expectations and disrupted marketing channels. Forward-looking CMOs are already applying AI to predict how likely
a marketing promotion is to convert and how they can optimally change their marketing budget and resources given changing
assumptions and market realities, in order to increase revenue and build healthier pipelines.
Key use cases include lead discovery, optimization, cross channel optimization, customer experience and targeted offers. Aible
goes beyond predictions by empowering CMOs to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change to maximize the
bottom line and deploy optimal strategies. Aible is the only enterprise AI that guarantees impact in 30 days, by balancing the
cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling marketers to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

AI Fabric For The Office Of The Modern CMO
FIELD
MARKETING

DEMAND GENERATION
LEAD
DISCOVERY
Increase productivity and drive
conversion rates of your business
development and sales teams by
qualifying leads with characteristics that
are similar to your ICPs and prioritize
top of the funnel targets across roles,
industries, functions and other factors.

OPPORTUNITY
SCORING
Accelerate conversion
rates by identifying
and prioritizing
opportunities and
territories that are
most likely to convert.

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

PAID ADVERTISING
CAMPAIGNS

CAMPAIGN AND
CROSS CHANNEL OPTIMIZATION

EVENT
RECOMMENDATIONS

PROMOTION
OPTIMIZATION

LEAD
OPTIMIZATION

Maximize your return on ad
spend by targeting
prospects and customers
who have the highest
propensity to buy and avoid
targeting ads to those who
are unlikely to purchase.

Predict the likelihood a customer will engage
(open, click-through, convert, and/or
unsubscribe) with a particular channel (email,
social, and so on), device, or campaign and
identify which campaigns and channels to
double down on, and which ones to pause
based on how they impact conversions.

Prioritize the most impactful
events across in-person versus
virtual and across territories
that will deliver the biggest
return and help CMOs allocate
budgets accordingly.

Maximize overall profit
across acquisition,
renewals, and upsell by
gauging propensity to
purchase and target
customers or prospects
with personalized offers.

Prioritize leads to
inside sales teams
across different
product lines and
sales groups, such that
they maximize profits.

CMO
DIGITAL
MARKETING

PRODUCT MARKETING

WEB AND SOCIAL
OPTIMIZATION

CREATIVE AND AUDIENCE
OPTIMIZATION

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

PRODUCT
CAMPAIGN MIX

Optimize marketing
strategy across paid
advertising versus organic
program performance.

Optimize the message for audiences
by identifying top performing
content, creatives and keywords that
impact CTR and conversion, and help
product marketing and digital
marketing teams perform better.

Drive customer engagement by
tailoring messages and offers to
specific customers, based on
preferences, lifetime value and
RFM (recency, frequency,
monetary value) scores.

Identify which products to
prioritize in a campaign
and allocate resourcing
based on which prospects
are likely to convert to
sales opportunities.

CUSTOMER
CUSTOMER
CHURN
Lower churn by proactively
Identifying at-risk customers
based on recent behaviors and
automatically send messaging
and promotional offers at the
right moment and channel.

TARGETED
OFFERS

PRODUCT
RECOMMENDATIONS

Identify most likely
to close customers
and target with
custom promotional
offers through the
relevant channels.

Make immediate
recommendations on the next best
product or service that might meet
the prospects need to those who
might need help with making a
purchase that matches their needs

AI Fabric For The Office of

The Modern CFO

The modern CFO faces increased pressure from fundamental shifts in customer buying patterns and workforce expectations,
tighter budgets, and stricter regulatory requirements. Financial leaders and early adopters are already applying AI to predict
financial results, optimize budget planning, maximize collections effectiveness, assess late payment risk, and reduce employee
attrition, resulting in increased revenue, reduced cost, and mitigated risk.
Key use cases include debt collections, fraud mitigation, stress testing and customer churn reduction. Aible goes beyond
predictions by CFOs to optimize their limited resources and anticipate change to maximize the bottom line and deploy optimal
strategies. Aible is the only enterprise AI that guarantees impact in 30 days, by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and
resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling finance to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

AI Fabric For The Office Of The Modern CFO

CASH CONVERSION CYCLES
COLLECTION
EFFECTIVENESS

PAYMENT
DISPUTES

DEBT
COLLECTIONS

Keep receivables healthy by
assessing risk of late-payments by

Easily distinguish between
legitimate credit defaults

Predict whether an
outstanding invoice

Prioritize by predicting
which borrowers are

predicting and flagging invoices,
quotes, and orders that might

from frauds, and focus
collections efforts on the

will be disputed by
the payer to

likely to pay back their
loans, while optimizing

have a delayed payment and take
action to lower the cost for

cases that are most likely to
generate a positive return

proactively take
measures

the collection team's
resources

business

and write off ones that are
not profitable

LATE
PAYMENTS

FINANCIAL RISK
EARLY
WARNING

LOSS
PREVENTION

FRAUD
MITIGATION

EXPENSE REPORT
COMPLIANCE

Predict financial results
during the quarter and

Optimize predictions to
monitor, detect, and take

Detect high risk invoices by
predicting the likelihood of

Predict and identify outlier
expenses and fraud with

recommend specific
remediations that will

action against inventory loss
from fraud, employee error,

fraudulent billing and take
proactive measures with the

patterns and proactively take
measures to prevent non-

help proactively adjust
profitability by trading

seasonality, and theft.

accounting team by evaluating the
invoice to prevent fraudulent

compliance, overuse, and
abuse

vendor invoices that has the
potential to save millions.

revenue for profit

CFO
STRATEGIC PLANNING

OPERATION EFFECTIVENESS
ASSET
UTILIZATIONS

STAFFING
OPTIMIZATION

Identify deals are likely to
churn and target them with

Predict the volume of
customers, sales, inbound

Predict the volume of
customers, sales, inbound

churn and target them
with the right tactics to

the right tactics to maximize
lifetime value at the lowest

shipments within a time
period and adequately

shipments within a time
period and adequately

retain, upskill, or
increase productivity

possible cost

allocate send for the right
levels of staffing

allocate send for the right
levels of staffing

BUDGET
PLANNING

FINANCIAL
PLANNING

STRESS
TESTING

Optimize spend allocations within
and across all functions and

Leverage scenario planning or
simulations with data and

Analyze impact of drastic
economic scenarios and

Determine which
employees are likely to

regions and dynamically optimize
for varying time periods

assumptions to understand
impact of allocations on profit

proactively gauge and take action
by simulating scenarios to

dependent on business
conditions

without being limited by
upfront rigid rules

evaluate changes to processes
and controls

EMPLOYEE
ATTRITION

CUSTOMER CHURN
REDUCTION

AI Fabric For The Office of

The Modern CRO

CROs today are being challenged to increase sales, drive demand generation and optimize business development in the face of
rapidly changing market conditions. Forward-looking CROs are already applying AI to identify and prioritize opportunities,
predict which leads are likely to maximize profits, and optimally plan sales territories.
Key use cases include lead discovery, promotion optimization, territory planning and web and social optimization. member and
patient retention, hospital readmission, and fraudulent claim detection. Aible goes beyond predictions by empowering CROs to
optimize limited resources and anticipate change to maximize the bottom line. Aible is the only enterprise AI that guarantees
impact in 30 days, by balancing the cost-benefit tradeoffs and resourcing constraints unique to the business, enabling
salespeople to prepare for multiple scenarios.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

AI Fabric For The Office Of The Modern CRO

SALES

DEMAND GENERATION
LEAD
DISCOVERY

OPPORTUNITY
SCORING

Increase productivity and drive conversion rates
of your business development and sales teams
by qualifying leads with characteristics that are
similar to your ICPs and prioritize top of the
funnel targets across roles, industries, functions
and other factors.

Accelerate conversion rates
by identifying and
prioritizing opportunities
and territories that are most
likely to convert.

OPPORTUNITY
SCORING

PREDICT PROPENSITY
TO RETURN

PREDICT TIME
TO CLOSE

Accelerate conversation
rates by identifying and
prioritizing opportunities
and territories that are
most likely to convert.

Predict the likelihood
and frequency of
customers returning an
item and engage them
on the appropriate
marketing journey.

Predict when opportunities
are likely to close and
prioritize resources to
ensure expected revenue
and close dates are met.

CRO
BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

CUSTOMER
SUPPORT

SALES LEADERS

PROMOTION
OPTIMIZATION

LEAD
OPTIMIZATION

QUOTA
OPTIMIZATION

TERRITORY
PLANNING

Maximize overall profit across
acquisition, renewals, and
upsell by gauging propensity
to purchase and target
customers or prospects with
personalized offers.

Prioritize leads to inside
sales teams across
different product lines
and sales groups, such
that they maximize
profits

Test and optimize the allocation of
growth targets across your team,
from RVPs to individual sales reps
and sales engineering, with the
highest probably of success - and
proactively adjust with scenario
testing.

Enable RVPs to optimize the
allocations across individuals
and customers with the
highest probability to succeed
to maximize efforts of their
sales teams.

CUSTOMER CHURN
Proactively identify likely to
churn customers based on
recent behaviors and
automatically send messaging
and promotional offers at the
right moment and channel.

AI Fabric For The Office of

The Modern CIO

According to Gartner’s CIO survey of 3000 CIOs, AI took the #1 spot as the technology with the highest potential to disrupt
current business models. IT leaders have a critical role in evolving the enterprise, not just within their own teams, but across
every business unit. With data, tools, and skills at hand, IT teams are in a position to apply AI and predictive solutions to
sharpen focus and optimize the entire business.
Key use cases for IT teams include improving first-time resolution, optimizing help desk ticket routing and escalation, project
risk assessment, and improving resource allocation. With Aible, they can also solve key challenges across other teams including
sales, marketing, finance, human resources, and supply change with solutions for customer acquisition and retention, stockout
prevention, fraud mitigation, prevention of employee attrition and more.
Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

AI Fabric For The Office Of The Modern CIO
SUPPLY
CHAIN

SALES & MARKETING

HUMAN
RESOURCES

FINANCE

LEAD
DISCOVERY

CUSTOMER
RETENTION

OPPORTUNITY
SCORING

INVENTORY EXPEDITES &
STOCKOUT PREVENTION

LATE
PAYMENTS

FRAUD / DISPUTE
MITIGATION

EMPLOYEE
ATTRITION

Increase productivity and drive
conversion rates of your business dev
and sales teams by qualifying leads
with characteristics that are similar to
your ICPs and prioritize top of the
funnel targets across roles, industries,
functions and other factors.

Lower churn by proactively
Identifying at-risk
customers based on recent
behaviors and automatically
send messaging and
promotional offers at the
right moment and channel.

Accelerate conversion
rates by identifying
and prioritizing
opportunities and
territories that are
most likely to convert.

Decide when to expedite
inventory shipments to
match demand spikes in
order to balance carrying
costs vs revenue
opportunities

Keep receivables healthy by
assessing risk of late-payments
by predicting and flagging
invoices, quotes, and orders
that might have a delayed
payment and take action to
lower the cost for business

Detect high risk invoices by
predicting the likelihood of
fraudulent billing and take proactive
measures with the accounting team
by evaluating the invoice to prevent
fraudulent vendor invoices that has
the potential to save millions.

Determine which

LINE OF BUSINESS

employees are likely to
churn and target them with
the right tactics to retain,
upskill, or increase
productivity

CIO

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
HELP DESK

CHANGE MANAGEMENT

IT OPERATIONS

FIRST TIME
RESOLUTION

TICKET ESCALATION
AND ROUTING

RISK
ASSESSMENT

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

RESOURCE
OPTIMIZATION

INSTALLATION
AND UPGRADES

Improve the likelihood of
first pass resolution by
optimizing helpdesk
resources and prioritization.

Improve resolution times by
proactively planning helpdesk
staffing and deploy ticket
prioritization and escalation.

Proactively identify changes
to systems and processes
that are at-risk in security,
compliance, schedule, and
deployment.

Identify at-risk tasks in a work
breakdown structure which
potentially impact overall
project performance for
timeline and costs

Identify tickets with
incorrect resourcing related
to technician/engineer
skillset, utilizing insights for
optimal staffing.

Proactively assess
installation and upgrades
to achieve service level
commitments within
service windows.

Request a custom demo at aible.com/demo

